Looking for a complete, all-in-one, high-resolution CCTV system for your home or office?

Introducing the exciting new range of Blupont™ complete CCTV solutions, taking the guess work on what you need to secure your property with.

We’ve included the latest, H.265+ hi-res video compression multi-channel LAN compatible NVR with 2TB storage to give days of recording, x8 each of high-res 5MP CMOS night/day adjustable dome cameras with multi-coated glass optics and a wide viewing angle. Coupled with advanced IR (infra-red) technology means you have 24/7 coverage in most conditions - indoors or outdoors.

Take the guess of buying separate cables, we’ve included practically everything for general installs, HDMI cable monitor cable, Ethernet cable to connect to your router or switch, generous 18 metre CCTV coax cable(s) and even splitter and PSUs to remotely power the CCTV cameras once in situ.

Easy to setup, easy to add CCTV cameras at a later date if you need to, all with the assurance of a feature-rich NVR system with all the features you need to monitor and protect your property - 24/7